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INTRO e TION : 
The purpose of this paper is to document the process used by the Fiji Locally 
Managed Marine-Area (FLMlVIA) Network to tra in communities in simp le 
biological monitoring and data presentation and to develop a biological 
monitoring plan for their projects. The contents of each session and tools used in 
this training manual have previously been trialed and tested in several other 
FLMMA sites and further refinement was applied in this community biological 
monitoring training for five FLMMA project sites at Tagaqe village on March 4-7, 
2003· 
Ideally, the first monitoring should be done before or as soon as possible after the 
declaration of the "tabu" area and start of implementation of other actions in the 
management plan. It is imperative also that the monitoring be directly related to 
the actions in the management plan so the clear link in the adaptive management 
cycle of plan, implement, monitor, communicate, analyze and then plan again is 
established. 
You will note that this workshop can also provide the biological baseline for the 
community in which it is held. You will see that several villages and projects took 
part in this workshop. The workshop could be held for only members of one 
village or project area but as several projects needed this training the multi-site 
approach was taken. This also allowed for sharing of lessons learned among the 
project sites. Follow up visits were arranged by a team member for each of the 
villages to confirm their monitoring plans and assist in carrying out the initial 
biological survey. 
The programme for the workshop is given in the appendix 2.0 at the back. All 
sessions were held in the Fijian language which have been translated into English 
to reach a wider audience. We hope that you find this document useful. We feel 
.., 
from our experience that having the communities taking the lead in the 
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monitoring is the critical element in maintaining community's long term 
commitment to their management pian and LMwlt\. 
..	 BACKGROUND 
This is a combined community biological monitoring training for FLMMA 
projects which include reps from Tikina Korolevu-i-Wai (host project site), Tikina 
Cuvu, TIkina MaIolo, Tikina Wai in Nadroga Province and Yavusa Navukavu in 
Rewa. Participants from these FLMMA project sites are being trained in 
biological monitoring skills by conducting a baseline survey on marine species in 
the district of Korolevu-i-Wai particularly villages with marine protected area 
(MPAs). A one day follow-up visit within the next few months by lAS and partner 
organizations is expected to take place to assist communities to conduct 
biological surveys for the rest of the FLMMA sites. 
OVERALL GOALS AND OBJECTIVES: 
The two main goals of this community based biological monitoring training were 
to: 
1. To develop skills in biological monitoring, data analysis, and communicating 
results, and 
2. To understand why monitoring and biological surveys are important and how 
best they fit into Ooliqoli Management Plans for each project. 
The objectives of the training were to: 
1.	 To make communities aware of why monitoring is important; 
2.	 To review each project's marine resource management actions in order to 
develop their draft monitoring plans; 
3. To identify the KEY RESOURCE MANAGEMENT OUTCOMES each 
community/project sites want to keep track of; 
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-l. To prioritize wl at each communi ty (project sites) wan ts LL, monitor ; 
o- To familiarize participan ts with some ba sic concepts of sampling design; 
6. To train comm unities in the various simple biological su rvey methods for reef, 
mangrove and sea grass species that they can use (to test usefulness of
• 
FLMMAbiological survey methods); 
7. To field practice the appropriate biological methods and collect baseline data 
for the Korolevu-i-wai sites; 
8. To share some basic concepts of analysis , results presentation and 
interpretation; 
9. To develop a monitoring plan that should include systematic and periodic 
monitoring surveys specific to the site and area that they represent. 
DAILYSUMMARYOFACTIVITIES 
AND OUTPUTS 
Day one (Tuesday, 4 th March) 
The general purpose of day one was to acquaint people with each other and the 
workshops goals and review progress and the actions in their management plans. : 
The final session included identifying quantifiable, time-defined goals and 
priority actions in their management plan. This is a key step in moving from 
implementation to monitoring. For this particular workshop time was taken for 
each proj ect team to review their progress to date and share that with other 
teams. Many of the project sites had had management plans for up to a year but 
for various reasons had not yet done biological monitoring. 
For training with 'new' project(s) one might omit the review of progress on the 
action plan and just have a session on quantifiable, time defined goals for the 
individual management plan actions (can do all or 6 priority actions if you feel 
there are too many to cover). 
SESSION 1A: GETTING TO KNOW EACH OTHER AND 
WORKSHOP OVERVIEW. 
In the first session, it is important to make sure that the participants are 
comfortable with each other, tradition is followed and to create an atmosphere 
that maximizes equal participation of participants. Setting some ground rules 
.. 
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before starting the fo rmal part of the workshop is aiw J:' s effective in keeping the 
participants and facilitato rs together and focused on the workshop objectives. 
In terms of process, this introductory session includes the following events: 
• traditional protocols,
 
• opening and blessing of workshop,
 
•	 self introduction with one piece of good news from project, 
•	 plenary with each participant writing down one thing they want to 
achieve from the workshop, 
•	 these were read and collated on flip chart by facilitator, 
•	 a butcher paper of workshop objectives of organizers was revealed and 
discussed, 
•	 participants objectives were reviewed to ensure all were captured in 
original list; if not added to workshop objectives and 
•	 ground rules were also agreed on. 
Below are outputs from this session. 
tA. 1 IDENTIFYING PARTICIPANTS EXPECTATIONS AND 
CORREIATING WITH OBJECTIVES 
lA. 1.1 FACILITATORS' EXPECTATIONS ACCORDING TO WORKSHOP OBJECfIVFS. 
e 
•	 Community members to be aware of the marine biodiversity in their area; 
•	 To review other marine resources monitoring programs and put together a 
monitoring plan that would ensure proper policing of their resources; 
•	 Biological monitoring surveys will determine whether marine resources in 
Korolevu-i-Wai are increasing or not; 
•	 Community members will identify the marine species they would like 
studied or monitored from time to time; 
•	 Community members to clearly understand the larger framework of 
canying out biological monitoring of this kind; 
•	 Community members to be aware of identifying marine species that are 
easy to monitor or studied on their reefs, mangrove and/or sea grass; 
•	 Try out transect training on land so that community members will be able 
to familiarize themselves in transect monitoring; 
•	 Community members to share overall objectives of biological monitoring, 
data collection and analysis and communicating data results to other 
members of the community; 
•	 Community members to determine regular biological monitoring and 
develop a plan on how conservation of marine resources may be 
maintained. 
lA.1.2 COMMUNITY PARTICIPANTS ExPECTATIONS• 
.. 
•	 To fully understand the importance of marine resource conservation. 
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•	 To appreciate the difficult! s and is ues that migh t arise in carrying out 
biological monitoring. 
•	 To enhance knowledge and ski lls on monitoring of marine resources. 
•	 To meet the marine resource owners. 
•	 To learn about the benefits of establishing marine reserves. 
•	 To know what has been destroying their reefs and fishing. 
•	 To know why marine resources have been declining in their fishing 
grounds. 
•	 To realize the importance of conserving our natural resources. 
•	 To understand the pros and cons of coral harvesting. 
•	 To be aware of what is there on their reefs and fishing ground as a whole. 
•	 To maintain a healthy marine environment for their future generations. 
•	 To promote awareness of the importance of conserving their marine 
resources to other members of the communities. 
•	 To know what and what is not being used on their reefs. 
•	 To learn how to develop awareness programs for school children, tourists 
and community members about marine conservation methods and 
practices. 
•	 To learn ways of re-stocking marine resources that have disappeared 
altogether. 
., 
While the rest of the expectations correlate with the prepared objectives of the 
workshop, the last three expectations were immediately recognized that they can 
not be met in this training. However, they were identified as topics to be 
addressed in future project activities. 
:tA.2 GROUND RULES 
•	 No smoking inside the workshop venue during workshop, smoke outside; 
•	 Kava not allowed during the training but after 5pm; 
•	 Respect the village regulations: no more kava drinking after 12 midnight; 
•	 Everyone to be on time to the start of every session, those that come late 
to be punished- sing a song, tell a story, joke or do something funny; 
•	 Always give a chance for everyone to participate and voice their opinion 
on the topic to be discussed; 
•	 Respect the ladies time who are catering: everyone to go and eat when the 
food is ready; 
•	 Permission should first be sought from the session facilitator and the 
enforcer if you want to be excused from the training and go elsewhere; 
•	 Both the facilitators and participants are to follow these ground rules; 
•	 Tevita Nasorowale (Muaivuso) was appointed to police and enforce these 
agreed upon ground rules . 
.. 
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SESSION lB: OVERVIEW OF T H E TRAININ G. 
In introducing this session, briefly discuss activities (with examples) the 
implementation of stages (4-7) of adaptive management cycle illustrated below. 
CO ENGAGEMENT PROCESS CYCLE 
The process below has been used as a guide to engage communities in Fiji on 
qoliqoli managemennafter requests have been received. 
0) 
Conununity Request 
r eceive d 
(2) \ 
Assess Conununity
 
Interes t and
 
Consulta tion s
 
.
(3) 
Marine Resource 
Awareness & 
Management 
Planning Workshop 
(Develop Qoliqoli 
Man.emen t aPJam.,) 
(~ 
Implem en t
 
m onitoring p lan and
 
Monitor Managem en t
 
Plan Effectiven ess
 
(7) 
Collect and Analyze 
r elevant information 
and com m unicate 
results 
L
 
Training w or ksh op 
to Develop (revise) 
Monitoring Plan 
and monitoring 
skills 
(4) 
Imple ment, 
Managem en t 
Plan, (Revise and 
discuss how to 
Improve the 
plan) 
J
 
'Wh ile the fw(tt!l$ wi"the training is on skills development specifically on the 
monitoring stage (5), it is important to emphasize that it is only a tool to judge 
and imlPliC!1~~ • effectiveness of the management actions undertaken. 
Interpreting and communicating the results of monitoring surveys is just as 
important as; (tfilllECtliing the data. 
The training sessions that follow were designed to walk participants through this 
adaptive managemena stages (4-7), and impart the knowledge and the skills 
required to undertake those activities. It is also to enable participants to 
t .	 
appreciate ll1roW" theM"iiiits into their developed qoliqoli management plans and 
hence their daily socio-economic needs. 
... 
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SESS ON 2: REVIEW OF lVLt\R.l E RESOURCE 
~IAN.AGEMENTPL-\.i'\[S 
OBJECTIVES 
•	 To review what has already been done . 
•	 To identify what needs to be done. 
•	 To decide on three tasks to be implemented in 2003. 
INSTRUCTIONS 
PART I 
Divide into each project representative group to discuss and review their 
management plans and identify all actions taken to date for each problem using 
the example below as a guide. The projects were to fill out the table below a 
template for the exercise. 
• Korolevu-i-Wai	 • Navukavu 
• Cuvu	 • Votua 
• Tikina 0 Wai 
ExampIie fromVtu·Bam0 a. 
PROBLEM Management Action Plan What has been done to date 
to res olve the probl em 
Too many fishing Reduce number of fishing Discussed at the	 Districtlicenses issued out licenses from 70 to 35 • Council Meeting 
•	 It was decided to only issue 
35 to 40 fishing licenses per 
year 
Part II 
Each project to select at least three priority problems and current actions from 
their action plan and to propose what quantifiable changes they expect in a 
certain time frame then allow them to do and list their expected outcomes. 
Examp ie Ifrom Koro Ievu- u·W·- aI WOU P 
PROBLEM Management What has been Expected Outcomes/ 
Action Plan done to date to Changes 
r esolve the 
problem 
Breaking off coral Awareness raising Discussed at the Twice as many octopus 
pieces on ways coral is village meeting by the end of 2003 
broken and negative 
impacts 
Overfishing	 Establish a marine Tabu area In the next 5 years 
reserve on Welu established groupers/ rock cod and 
reef. octopus on Weill reef 
... 
will increase fivefold 
See Appendix s.ofor group results from other project sites.u 
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Day Two (Wednesday, s": March) 
The genera l purpose of day two was to familiarize people with the concepts of 
moni toring, setting "'SlVIART" objectives and best indicators and talk about 
representative sampling. 
The last session for the day will introduce the various proposed biological survey 
methods that can be used to survey chosen indicators. 
SESSION 3A: WHY MONITORING IS IMPORTANT? 
AIM: 
•	 To introduce the concepts of monitoring and the idea of quantifying changes. 
•	 To recognize the difference between belief vs fact (assumptions vs direct 
observation) 
•	 To identify what information needs you have so that your resource questions 
can be answered 
CONCEPTS OF MONITORING: 
o	 Explain that moni taring is not a new concept and is not only done by 
scientists or government workers. It is part of what we do everyday. 
Share some practical examples: 
~ The turaga ni koro monitors the activities in the village, the welfare of its 
people and who is coming in and going out of the village; 
~ When going out shopping we want to make sure that cost of the items we 
buy does not exceed the money we bring-this is a form of monitoring; 
~ In water stricken areas, water is rationed and efforts are made to ensure 
that we do not run out of water. At times, water is temporarily closed off to 
fill up water level in the reservoir to normal levels-these are examples of 
actions taken after problems are realized; 
~ As it relates to this work (protection and conservation of marine 
resources), we (resource owners and users) needs to keep a watch over 
the rate at which we are harvesting these resources and whether the 
actions we undertake (fishing activity, methods we use, our management 
interventions/actions) are helping replenish our fish/marine resource 
reservoir to be able to continue harvesting/fishing or not. 
o	 There are several levels of monitoring which affect the methods of surveys and 
accuracy of information but they are dependent on the questions that needs to 
be answered, information needed and who needs it. 
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)0>	 The community may only need to know abundance of a highly targeted 
fish and income generated but scien t is ts/~GOs m3Y want to know 
BIOD IVERSITY (abundance of different fish species) in addition to what 
the community wants to know. 
» Monitoring surveys range from observation, interviews, and catch data to 
biological and socioeconomic surveys; information generated can be 
qualitative, quantitative or both. 
» How close the survey result is to the TRUI'H- Actual situation 
depends on how the survey is carried out (sampling and methods). 
o	 There are two main monitoring methods/approaches that can be simplified 
or tailored for communities to carryout to answer their resource questions or 
confirm perceptions and test assumptions. 
~ Biological monitoring---keeps track of biological changes 
~ Socia-economic monitoring---keeps track of socio-economic changes, 
mostly the result of biological changes or benefits of actions implemented. 
BIOLOGICAL MONITORING SURVEYS CAN HELP US 
Ii1 To keep track of how many fish/marine resources we are extracting from our
 
qoliqoli and how much stock is left in our qoliqoli,
 
~ To know what is in our fishing ground (inventory of resources)
 
Ii1 To understand which resources have been threatened or highly targeted?
 
Ii!( Measure the benefits of qoliqolimanagement actions implemented such as
 
tabu 
It(	 To determine whether measures put in place to better conserve marine 
resources are effective or not 
It( To determine whether the community needs and project objectives have been 
met or not 
iii To quantify the biological changes that have occurred and to determine 
whether or not there is an increase in population or not 
iii To affirm PERCEPTIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS (Nanuma) to be able to 
KNOW (Kila) the ecological and biological changes. 
BELIEF (NANUMA) VERSUS FACT (KILA): 
Differentiate between BELIEF (perceptions or assumptions) and knowing the 
FACIS of changes happening. 
<. Discuss some examples before asking participants to also share some examples: 
=> BELIEF: Changes that you want, perceive or assume can happen. 
Statements that may include "I believe, assume " 
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Example: Tabu area u-ill bring us mo refish . 
=':> FACT: Quantifiable changes with evidence or based on tested 
assumption. S tatements tha t m ay in clude "1 know.. .. .." 
Example: The effect of the tabu area has increased our fish catches from 
ekq/hr to iekq/hr. 
SHORT QUIZ 
Ask participants to classify statements as belief (perception or assumption) (A)vs 
knowing facts (F) and why their choice? 
~ We have experienced a big change in our qoliqoli in the last year __A 
~ There are plenty qari (crabs) now compared to last year A 
~ A fisher can get on average 5 crabs within 1 hour of fishing F 
~ Kaikoso (clams) population have increased 10 times more in the tabu area 
and 3 time more in the harvest area in the last 6 years F 
Quantifying the changes is really helpful in checking that we are doing the right 
thing to solve the problems impacting our resources and in making decision for 
further actions. 
SESSION 3B DEVELOPING SMART OBJECTIVES TO
 
SELECT KEY BIOLOGICAL INDICATORS
 
OBJECTIVE 
•	 To determine what biological organisms can be measured to indicate if the 
management plan is effective or not. 
•	 To use Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time defined 
(SMART) criteria to confirm quantifiable, time defined objectives and to 
determine what might be a good indicator species. 
"SMART" A-Achievable 
S- Specific R- Realistic 
M- Measurable T- Time defined 
•	 To identify and confirm indicator species to be monitored 
METH OD 
•	 For each management plan action (if there are more than the group or 
community can handle (usually 10), you might prioritize the list) ask working 
groups to determine a specific time defined objective that would likely to be 
affected by their action. E.g, setting up the number of clams will double the 
number of clams in one year. A few examples should be given before breaking 
into working groups. If several village representatives are present then each 
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village groups then presen t and discuss their ideas on the objectives of their 
identified actions . Different groups can do different actions or they can do all 
and compare. 
•	 For the plan developed in session 2 note the following criteria were already 
met.
 
a S - Specific.
 
a T--Time defined.
 
•	 For the objectives of each activity and the expected changes from their 
management action plan, ask in plenary whether they meet the other criteria 
of being easily measured (Measurable, Achievable and Realistic). Record on 
flip chart. 
•	 Based on the list of identified possible indicators for each planned actions 
determine which key indicators the community wants to choose. Point out 
that it is usually better to start with only 1 or 2 indicators and learn how to do 
them well. Ideally you should have a prioritized list of top 6-8 important 
marine resources but if not then see the following step to aloe the community 
or the group to get their list. 
Examp les from Korolevu-i-Wai group . 
MANAGEMENT	 SMARTI BEST BIOLO GICAL 
ACTION FOR 2003 OBJECTIVES INDICATOR 
Establish a "marine In the next five years Abundance of octopus 
reserve" on Welu Reef octopus and rock cod on and rock cod 
Welu reef will increase 
fivefold. 
Establish marine reserves Marine reserve (For Votua: abundance of 
within Korolevu-i-wai Votua and Namada for Ulavi & Coral health 
district qoliqoli five years, Tagaqe for 3 
(vatjuniga, korolevu, years and Vatu-o-Lalai Vatu-o-Lalai: Abundance 
muahara, nadriuce) for one year) will of octopus & coral health 
rehabilitate and improve 
marine resource health, Tagaqe: Abundance of 
increase the number of sea cucumber (Vula), 
visitors and income to grouper fish & coral 
the village. health. 
Namada: Abundance 
Giant clam, coral & Ulavi 
In s ituations wher e the list of im p ortant species (t h e 
prioritized list a r e usually consider ed for p otential key 
indicators when determining SMART objectives), follow the 
suggested steps below. 
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•	 In order to list important species (economical, cultural and biological 
significance) and priori tize them th rough pair wise ranking: 
I. o	 Ask each participants to list on a card 
•	 2 economically import ant species 
• 2 culturally/traditionally important species 
• 2 biologically important resources/species 
o	 Collate-them and pick out 6-10 commonly identified resources 
o	 Prioritize the top 10 most important species by pair wise ranking 
Example a ranking exercisefor their list of'important 
species, habitatsand resourcesf orKoroleuu-i-uiai site 
Important QAR KANA DOG KAIKO VASU SICI lASE KAW CAWA 
Species I CE 0 SO A AKA KI 
WA 
QARI Kanace Dogo Qari Vasua Qari lase kawak Cawaki 
awa 
KANACE dogo Kanace kanace kanac lase kawak Cawaki 
e awa 
DOGO dogo dogo dogo lase kawak Cawaki 
awa 
KAIKOSO kaikoso kaikos lase kawak Cawaki 
0 awa 
VASUA vas ua lase Kawa Cawaki 
kawa 
Sici lase Kawa Cawaki 
ka wa 
',l LASE Lase Cawaki 
KAWAKA Cawaki 
Wi&. f I	 I 
CB<.l.wm I , I I	 I 
IM PORTANT Number of RANKING 9 top most important 
RESOURCES Appearance resources 
Qari 2 7 l - Caw aki 
Kanace 4 5 2-Lase 
Dozo 4 4 3. Kawakawa 
Kaikoso 3 6 4· Dogo 
Vasua 2 8 5·Kanace 
Sid	 0 9 6. Kaikoso 
7. QariLase	 7 2 
&.¥~~\'Iffi I fV I 1l 
c:ar.aoo I m I n ," .Sici 
•	 Shareandldlseussbriefly the biology, life cycle, reproduction and important 
information about these identified species. 
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SESSION 41\: S~-\1'1 PLING D ES IGN CONCEPTS
 
OBJECTIVES 
•	 To illustrate good and bad sampling examples 
•	 To demonstrate the concept of REPRESENTATIVENESS in monitoring 
"Sam plin g: ch oosin g a turaga n i koro (sp eaks for the 
wh ole)" 
=unit (dua na ika) 
.
.... .. .. .. .......... .. ........ .. . 
.	 Fish Population
 
~	 ~ = sampling area (Wiliwili IIi ika)
.	 .
...........-.- .
 
good sampling 8rea 
(big enough and 
re~nt8tiv9) 
! 
..................... .....ef.... e ­
8 0 e ············..·············· ~ • 1
•
8	 
. . 
..	 
. . 
bEK1 SBmpIjng 19I'a8S 
(too smaJfandnot representative) 
~ (we do not want any biss in our slIlI8yand 
must try to get rid orIt In our sampling) 
(S IDC:~,~) 
INSTR:UCJlIDni:S~ODS: 
•	 Explain why sampling needs to be done rather than counting the entire area. 
•	 Explmmt 1ifue<cllImracteristics of a good sampling design (see illustrated example 
above) 
•	 Do practical exercise. 
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Exer cise 
Define an area in village green and spread out randomly abou t 200 fi sh cut 
out of heavy paper. Trial variously possible sampling methods (e.g. count 1/4 
of one end, place tape and use 1 m?quadrat every _X_ meters and 
compare results with the "right" answer based on the total area and number of 
I. fish. 
For exa.ml?1e:ifh 0HIill- of a 100m 2 was sampled and 5 fish found , there would 
be 50 fish in the total area. 
Number of fish cOlll1ted Total fish expected 
~~ T.ota1.ar.e.a 
• .Di.scussCCOllDDDn Problems Encountered in Monitoring Surveys 
1) The whole "i qoliqoli" or fishing ground cannot be su~ -because: 
•	 inwillltake a lot of time 
•	 it will need a lot ofpeople to do the monitoring 
ihwim1heexpensive 
2) Surveyed population and size of samples may not be representative. 
SolutiOn 
.J 
•	 Select only portions of the i qoliqolis to survey, do representative 
SaJJ:ilWlling,.SWrveyed samples should be easy and quick. 
17
 
•	 Monitor several areas and not only concentrating on the healthy marine 
areas bu t with the not so healthy marine areas and as much as possible try 
to randomly choose your sampling areas. In other words it is important 
not to be biased. 
/ \ / / I /
The more P rts w 
looK t, the closer 
to reoli ty our ~.:, -
estimate will be. ~--+-"':-'~f----,Ll: )I::::'l~----;~-......-;~_wr 
~ .' 
SESSION 4B: PAIRED SAMPLING AND DATA QUALITY 
CONTROL (TABUVS CONTROL) 
The aim of this session is to see why sampling a control site is important and to 
discuss samtPifug;i8sm:es that will help improve the quality of the information. 
INSTRUCTION 
•	 Diseass, ItJ.el l:elri'ls of tabu areas. 
The main assumption is that when marine resource population within the tabu 
area has n~illJ)Menecli itt will "spillover", "reseed" and replenish adjacent 
harvest areas. 
•	 DiSaJS ' sampling inside and outside impacted area to 
de termine change (Use ofcontrol site). 
To judge tJlie~(lttectfueness ofthe 'tabu' area, we sample from two "paired" sites: 
This way, we can compare the harvested population with the control population 
to see iftil:lumed.$am.:wclIange,and if so, how much of one. 
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Samp ling a control s ite can also indicate to us ....vhether the decline in fish 
numbers is caused by overfi shing or other problems such as pollution and coral 
harvesting; for example it" the tabu area does not increase in fish population 
faste r than the control site, overfishing is probably not the only/main problem. 
•	 Discuss some questions to address when deciding on a suitable 
sample : 
1)Sampli ng sites : How many places do we sample? 
=> Should have at least 2 sampling sites (e.g. tabu and control) 
2) Sampling size: How large of an area/how many units do we want to sample? 
=> Can do at least 5 replicate samples within a site (e.g. 5 x 100m transects 
within a site) 
3) Sampling frequency: How often do we sample? 
=>	 E.g. for fish and benthos survey, it should be done at least once a year but 
encourage to do survey several times a year (can be every six months) in 
the first two years to be able to determine initial expected changes. 
~ 
•	 Discuss some issues related to monitoring that will affect the result 
and quality of the survey result. 
(Time, Tide, Weather, Method, Sampling plan.) 
!' => Timing of the monitoring not right 
•	 bad weather 
•	 low tide 
• identified species are in hiding
 
=> Inappropriate monitoring methods
 
The golden rule is when doing replica te surveys is to try and be consistent as 
possible with the method used, sampling site and stations (use permanent 
transects) and sampling time (tide, weather and time) employed during the 
baseline survey. This way, it will increase the quality of the survey results. 
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Session 5; MONITORl	 ~ I G 
QUESTIONS IN DES IGN ING Ll IETIIODS 
1. What is to be m oni tore d? 
2. Which method of monitoring is appropriate? 
3. When is the best monitoring time? 
OBJECfIVE 
•	 To present the theory of the main survey methods below 
a) belt transect 
b ) line transect 
c) time count 
•	 To design result sheets for collecting information 
•	 To practice methods with some dry practice on methods and equipment 
INSTRUCTIONS 
1.	 Set up 3 stations for the 3 methods commonly used 
2.	 Divide into 3 groups and go'thrcugh stages of method including design of 
result/data sheets thoroughly with participants 
3.	 Demonstrate how to use equipment and allow them to practice how to use 
them e.g, Compass 
4.	 When everyone has a fair idea of how survey is done, ask your group 
m embers move to the next station. 
5.	 Rotate until the group has gone through all the methods. 
Stations 1 2 3 
LINE Transect Cuvu and Wai Navukavu Korolevu-i-Wai 
District 
BELT Transect Korolevu-i-Wai Cuvu and Wai Navukavu 
Districts 
TIME Count Navukavu Korolevu-i-Wai Cuvu and Wai 
Districts 
b 
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BIOL GICAL SURVEYS METHODOLOGY 
OBJECTWES' 
1.	 To determine density (number) offish and other marine resources that move 
aroundl sIbwLy 0Dl tlhe reef and invertebrates that can easily be seen while 
snorkeling. 
Material Preparation 
-	 Measuring tape, Paper, Pencil 
-	 Bulldog ip and rubber band, Snorkeling gear 
Monitoring method 
1.	 Layi'mg;@t!IJI: 01l' l!<!W)m measuring tape on desired area making sure it is done 
properly 
2. After 3l 1alPS~ eff lJ5 minutes--!when divers no longer disturb the area) start 
counting the fish. After ~ve meter stops (5, 10,15, 20m....) count the fish 
for 3 mitmtes; wilifri:Im the 5m corridor (2.5m on either side of the meter tape) 
before moving to the next stop. Do not count fish outside the 2.5m sampling 
area. Cu!n usefulll arms length (slightly shorter than 2.5m) as a guide to check 
on sampling boundary. Fish sizes can also be estimated. 
II	 3. One mvetrne«0nclS;.lffish on one side of the line followed by another on the other 
side. Alternatively, Diver 1 can record the first 20m segment while Diver 2 can 
do the:semmdI2.tOJm.segment and so on. Care is needed to properly label slates 
and to avoid double counting. 
4. At leastt ttwQJsam.wllisor indicator species can be observed and recorded: 
- two in the reserve area and same two in the non-reserve area 
Fig 2.o(a) : Bel t transect meth od 
T 
206m 
1------~~.~.J,-------------I 
~'l t
2.6m 
1 
~I 
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SAMP E RESUL ' SH EET 
J? ' I NVERTEBR , B E TTRAN T 
c.	 Date: Time: Tide(H-high, L-low): _ 
Indicator species: Ulavi, Kawakawa 
Monitoring Team: 
Recorder: Jim Batirerega 
Compass Bearing: _ Lmdmau: _ 
TRANSECTl 
Stations (S) Number- of Total Number ofGroup er Total 
nQITo( fish (Dlaui) (K awakawa) 
81 (om) 
­
. ­
82 (sm) 
-
83 (10m)
 
84 (Ism)
 
8S(20m)
 
86 (2sm)
 
-
87 (30m)
 
88 (3sm)
 
89 (40m)
 
810 (4Sm) .........
 
.....820 (9sm)
 
Total 
.. 
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-

B)	 I 
---- -~'-	 - --- - --­
OBJE ,TIVE 
• Used to determine substrate types and cover including the population of 
c sessile marine species. 
Possible Indicator Species 
• Shellfish, Trochus, Sea Cucumber, Coral health, Sand substrate 
Material Preparation 
•	 Measuring tape, Data sheet on recording slate. 
•	 Snorkeling gear, Quadrat, Pencil 
Moni toring method 
1.	 Lay tape for a 100 metres on reef edge 
2.	 Lay your transect with reference to a compass reading and record reading 
3.	 Lay the ~ (one square metal meter) every 10m starting from a m 
4.	 For marine resource monitoring ' 
a) Count target species being m onitored within the quadrat. Do not count 
outside the quadrat 
b) Use meter tape or ruler for measuring invertebrate sizes 
5.	 For Reef Ecosystem monitoring 
a) Estimate percentage of live coral, dead coral and sand/rubble coverage 
b) Estimate percentage points that make up live coral and sand within 
quadrat. (One meter quadrat divided by string into 100 equal squares- in 
each square determines which cover is dominant. 
E.g. Estimating substrate cover within one quadrat 
..
 
., 
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E ' .S. MPL' ' 5 
[ ate : High/Lev.. T~Je: 
Indicator species: Moni toring Team: 
Recorder: 
Stations/Quad TRANSECT l TRANSECT 2 TRANSECT 3 TRANSECT 4 
rat numbers 
Compo Bearing/ 
Landmark: 
Time: 
-
~ Ql (om) 
-I Q2 (lorn) 
. . 
I
, 
.­
Q3 (20m) 
Q4 (30m) 
._­
QS(4om) 
.._­
Q6 (som) 
Q7 (6om) 
Q8 (7om) 
-
_._­_. 
-
Q9 (80m) 
QlO (90m) 
•.. 
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BACKGROUND 
=>	 This rapid assessment survey method is particularly useful in determining 
catch per ' unit effort (CPUE) of invertebrates such as crabs and other 
mangroves species, particularly in protected areas where it almost 
imliJ0ssiol~tID)establish permanent plots or transects. 
=>	 The main limitation to this survey method is that indicator species density 
(numlhen$IPelrsampling area), which is a more accurate measure of change, 
will not be pr ecise. 
OBJECI"NE 
•	 To evaluate marine resources one can harvest in one pre-determined time 
period «<ea }peJrllllilit effort (CPUE» 
M.aterial Preparation
 
~ap offishing ground
 
•	 Clock 
•	 Whistle 
•	 Paper and pen 
.. 
Monitoring Exercise 
•	 Divide surveyed area to be monitored equally on the map and mark 
segmemtecdlsanqpIiimgsites on the map: A, B, C..... 
•	 Each of the monitoring team to be allocated a sampling area to be monitored 
as perA" B\,<C:••~ 
•	 Elaborate with an example: 
Protected Mangrove Island 
... 
•	 It is im]p0nt!an.tt tID>maintain consistency in the number per team and gender 
balance and they need to be moving in a specified direction (E.g. For crab 
25 
--t 
~ 
.. 
monitoring in a very dense mangro ve areas, observers can jus walk e rch, 
count an record crabs fOUI1 • .1 -) they move fror 'he shoreward P[ d to the 
seaward e d or" [he surveyed rnangro e area). 
•	 Try to ensure tha t the team do not double count the indicator species (for 
crabs, possible categories are mating crabs (male and female) found together, 
single crabs found either on top of crab holes/under mangrove roots and fresh 
crab holes where crabs are confirmed to be inside the hole). 
•	 One of the team members to take note of the time of monitoring. 
•	 Start the survey by blowing the whistle and stop the survey when the whistle 
is blown again at the end of the allocated time. 
SAMPLE RESULT SHEET 
Surveyed Area: Protected Mangrove Island 
Sampling Area: Site A Moni toring Team: Viti and Meli 
Recorder: Viti Date:	 14-02-2002 
Time:	 2:30pm - 3:30pm Allocated time: _1hour 
Sampling # of Frequ en cy of Total
 
Area - observe r s - M ale and Single Fresh
 
female crabs Crabs crab
 
seen together visib le holes
 
(Drua) (X2) (raica) ( Oara)
 
A 2 - II II 4
 
B 2 II I III 8
 
C 2 - I III 4
 
D 2 II IIII 1111 16
 
E 2 I II .lJ.H" II 11
 
,>0Tota! 10 10	 1 0 19 .... -' 
ANALYSIS 
Step 1:	 Total the number of crabs observed from each sampling area and 
calculate the total number of crabs observed in the surveyed area. 
(Note: multiply the mating crabs (Drua) observed by 2) 
Step 2:	 Total the number of observers. 
Step 3: Calculate CPUE: Total number of Crabs observed 39 
Total number of observers = 10 
= 3.9 '" 4 Crabs/Fisher/hr 
•	 The replicate survey should be carried out in the same sampling sites 
surveyed earlier and ideally by the same observers. 
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(Day 3 sdaY,5th 1 . a ch) 
The t. ird day allows participan ts to role play and practice survey methods step by 
step, sampling designs and to acquaint themselves to the different tasks each 
team member needs to undertake first on dry land before going to the water or to 
the area to be surveyed. At the end of this session, participants should be able to 
determine which survey method is suitable for the indicator species that they 
have chosen. Participants are encouraged to try out all the survey methods. 
During the field practice session, participants are able to collect baseline data for 
the host site. It also gives them opportunity to realistically assess the different 
tasks involved, time involved and how best to work as a team. 
SESSION 6 BRIEF ON FIELD PRACTICE PLANS 
OBJECTIVE 
..... 
•	 To be able to plan out the field practice exercise, design a data sheet, and ~ 
work in teams. 
Method 
•	 Divide all participants into 2 big teams (groups chose names as Lami and 
Nauluvatu) 
•	 Sit together and discuss the plan for the field trip 
•	 The training will be done for snorkel and check if all are competent 
SWImmers. 
•	 Make sure to assign individuals to responsibilities in a team of at least 5 
per team such as laying transect tapes (2 persons), recorder and buddy (2 
persons), fish count (1) and rotate or change the teams according to the 
group total until everyone has had a chance to practice all roles. 
•	 Make sure to also brief participants again on what to do first on the boat 
on dry land before getting into the water. 
The Lami Team chose cawaki (Tripneustes gratiUa) as their indicator while the 
Nauluvatu Team chose ulaui (parrotfish), kawakawa (grouper) and substrate 
cover (live coral cover). 
Lami Team 
Belt transect was chosen to survey cawaki (sea urchins) 
Nauluvatu Team 
•	 Quadrat on Line Transect was chosen for coral cover estimation. 
•	 Belt Transect was also chosen for fish (ulavi (parrotfish), kawakawa 
.. (grouper)) counts. 
•	 For this team the same transect was used for fish survey first before coral 
cover was surveyed. 
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MONITORING +ING PLANNING EXERCISE AT TAGAQE 
\Plan f or Team Nauluvatu 
..------- Channels ~ 
100m 
transectsI I 11- I I I' I"

FringingReef 
Fringing Reef Tabu area- Fringing Reef 
~ ------0 e;o --- .----- --­
Hideaway ResortTagaqevillage 0 0 0 c::PDD 
" 
~  .. 28 • ~ 
Plan for Team Lami 
Channels ~ 
.-~ 
I.-..,oom transectsI I 
Frinzinz Reefs ~ 
'---- -0 e;o ------ ---- U ~~
 
Tagaqc Village 0 0 0 °0 Hideaway Resorto 
-:. 29.. 0\ 

SESSION 7: FIELD PRACTICE 
Obj e ctive 
,. • To gaimfieldlexperience in conducting biological survey 
•	 To conduct the baseline data survey for the Tagaqe fishing ground 
Method 
•	 Each team to organize data collection using agreed sampling design from 
l!>otlln .~1Jallnm and the adjacent harvest areas using the respective methods 
they selected 
•	 Gol<illll11 and!do the survey 
•	 Allow some time after the field practice for participants to regroup and 
review MW tthe survey m ethod used, teamwork, monitoring equipment 
needed, survey logistics and time of survey can be improved. 
REVIEWO " ,DEI.D PRACTICE 
1.	 TEAMWORK
 
.. .Line.quadrat -snaed.m axim um d"4.Itlcmitnrs;
 
•	 DkUm IaJIIBtfC 1I IJ.IRHttlClllllHNiiiIllJlD) <n1ff5) IlIIo.oiilkllll$ 
2. ,' NITORING 
•	 For all surveys, it is best ifdone in fme weather 
•	 NlmIlbmrcnf onitoring team to be limited to only five or less 
•	 Belt transect for fish and sea urchin survey to be done at high tide (due 
1lIID sllraillawmnging reef that is nearly dry at low tide) 
3 .	 MONITORING GEAR
 
Need:
 
•	 Diving shoes 
•	 :Mb.nltecllnmpewith lead to replace the tape 
•	 Compass, diving outfit 
•	 1nID1he;tiJl~ as a team (buddy) and to encourage gender balance 
•	 Boat 
•	 Yust aid kit 
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------ - - ------ -----------
(	 a 4 Frida y 7 h 11 ch) 
SESSION 8; T H I N KI G ABOUT THE DAT_ 
.. Objective 
•	 To train participants on how to keep data/ information safe (data 
management). 
•	 To introduce the different ways of presenting data, that is in the form of 
tables and histograms. 
•	 To develop skills on how to analyze and interpret data. 
Method: 
•	 Group discussion on data management. After the survey, what do we do with 
the result sheet so that the information is safe and can be used again when 
needed at a later date? ANS: DATA MANAGEMENT 
Steps:	 ~ -­
=>	 Copy the raw data from your wet result sheet/slate onto a dry FIELD 
RECORD BOOK -Database. 
=> Keep your field record book in a safe dry place. It is always advisable to
 
have several copies of the same data with members of moni toring team.
 
=> Send a copy of the data to your partner organization (E.g. Korolevu-i-wai
 
to send to USP) to be coded and entered onto an electronic database. 
•	 Introduce and define analysis. 
=>	 You will be wasting your valuable time if you just collect the data or be 
involved in the data collection only without knowing what the data means 
to you and your community members. 
•	 Complete check lis t before analyzing results 
(J Do we know why we do moni toring and how it relates to the project? 
(J Do.we know what threats we are addressing and what indicators to 
monitor that determine whether or not project objectives are being met 
or not? 
o	 Do we know our objectives (SMARTI) and our expected outcomes? 
(J Are we clear on the survey methodes) that we will be using to monitor 
our indicator species in the future? 
o	 Are our surveys completed? 
(J Have we placed this information/data in a safe place so that we can find 
and use it in the future? 
(J Do we want to present our survey results to the rest of our community 
members? 
o	 Are we going to discuss the results in our next village meeting with our 
management plan? 
• If all the boxes are checked off then we can go ahead with the analysis. 
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Ver a tavou project example: 
SMARTI Objective: In addressing overfishing, Ucunivaua villagers agreed to 
impose tabu in Lorna for five years . They were expecting at least a three-fold 
increase in marine resources after five years and an increase in abundances of 
harvestable sizes of clams. 
Indicator species : Anadara Clam 
The individual data for each of the 9 size classes measured from the so quadrat 
stations are tallied and added together, for example in Lorna in 1997 the raw data 
sheet is shown below: 
~ 
Site: Lomo- Tabu area, Ucuniuanua village. Date/ time: 23 April, 1997: ipm 
Recorder: Pio Radikedike Monitoring Team: TeNauiadra, Inoke, Maleya, 
Paula, Venina 
• Starting point: "Binibini uasua", 5 x soom. Transects 
Quadrat Total Frequencyfor each size class: Forward 
n umber 1= <2.scm, 2=2.S-3.0 ern,3 =3.1-3.s cm, Bearing 
(Q) 4=3·6-4·ocm, 5= 4·1-4·5cID, 6= 4·6-s·ocm, (FB),Transect 
7=S.1-S.Scm, 8 =S·6-6.ocm, 9=>6.1cm n umb er(T) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 
Ql 1 1 T1-FB: 270' 
Q2 0 
Q3 1 ....,
Q4 0
 
Qs 1 1
 
Q6 0
 
Q7 0
 
Q8 1 1
 
Q9 0 
QI0 0 T2-FB: 270' 
Qu 0 
Q12 0 1 
Q13 1 
Q14 0 
-QlS 1 1 
Q16 2 1 1 
Q17 0 
.. 
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--
--
---
-, -- --- - ---- -- -- ­Q18 IY- L - f-T I 
~ IQ19 o i I r--
! -- ["
I 
~ 
IQ20 1 1 1 T3- FB: 90 
Q21 
° Q22 0 
Q23 0 
Q24 2 1 1 
Q25 0 
Q26 0 
Q27 1 1 
Q28 0 
Q29 1 1 
Q30 0 T4-FB:180' 
Q31 1 1 
Q32 0 
-
Q33 1 1
 
Q34 1 ..." 1 ~ 
...... ~ Q35 0
 
Q36 0 
- ­Q37 1 1 .
 
Q38 1 1 
~
 
r-- - ­Q39 0 
Q40 1 1 TS-FB: 90' 
Q41 0 
Q42 1 1 
­Q43 0
 
Q44 2 1 1
 
Q45 0
 
Q46 1 1
 
Q47 1 1
 
-Q48 0
 
Q49 1 1
 
Q50 0
 
Total 25 4 5 6 5 4 ~ 
These numbers are added to get the total number counted. In 1997, the only data 
available (baseline in addition to the size classes' frequency) was 25 clams in 50 
quadrats in Lomo and 35 in Matanaiverata. After 1998, a useful comparison can 
be made, particularly the total clams found in the 50 quadrats. One way of 
presenting the results is by using summary table such as the one shown below. 
1. Tabulated results 
Verata sites 
Tabu area (50 0m)(Lomo) 
Adjacent harvest area (50om) 
(Matanaiverata) 
34 
1997 199 8
 
25 98
 
35 73
 
Another way to make a greater impact on community members is to elaborate 
these data visually called a histogram. This uses the box to represent the number 
• of kaikoso; the taller the box the more the kaikoso. To do this: 
•	 Make lines on the y-axis of equal distance to represent a certain number of 
onfish; 
•	 Make sure the largest number you have can fit on the paper. 
•	 From ~ \iM cal y-axis make a line parallel to x-axis to show how many 
clams (fish) were counted. 
•	 DlaMrlli:r.e$ GQWl!Ji to x-axis and make a rectangular box. 
•	 More than one result can be placed on a graph. The thing counted or 
SWI\{~ecll i.S; gjtven below the x-axis, 
•	 Different color pens or shading can be used to show different years or tabu 
(JIesemce»)~.(l)JPen (non-reserve) areas. 
~ Histogram : COlJrJp ar ing Clam 
Population Between Tabu and Harvest 
100 Area
.5
 
§ 80
 
~ 
e
.2	 E 60 ­
.... . 
ca	 0­
&.	 ~40 
e 
E 20 
.!! 
o o +-_--L _ 
Tabu area Adjacent harvest area 
25	 35 
73 
Since€1lilemftfuilirgpals was increase in clams, for quantitative purposes (besides 
this visual ones) % change can be calculated. 
% cb~g.ei:DI.31 = 1.'9.98 result x 100% =!lB.. x 100% = 392 % for Lorna 
given area 1997 result 25 
For Ma!aJiIaij'Wmlt!al tfue change is 209%. Thus for Lorna the five year goal was met 
in one year. People were very happy about this. 
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Resul Presentation: 
.,	 ~ meeting was convened for the seven villages of the Tikina (district) of 
Verata at which the above results were presented and discussed. Other 
villages were keen to also set up tabu areas within their fishing ground. 
)- Itwag; emphasized at this meeting that the data is their property and their 
permission should be sought from any individual or organization wanting 
access;t0JtJl1iS; information. 
•	 Divide into small groups and using the collected data, collate, analyze, discuss 
lPl!elP~ ttlire results both as frequency tables and histograms. Appoint 
someone from the group to present back in the plenary. 
•	 Discuss; wiitilln 1JIh.e articipants what the results mean or how best to interpret 
results as they are presented. 
-KOROLKVU- -WAlptiONITORING RESULTS. 
IAMI TEAM: 
1. SlImnw t'f''Ia 
, 
Area Transect ! Transect 2 Transect 3 Transecf4 Total 
~ I .s ..2 I -t> 4- 2D 
I 3J I 5; I ti ~ :J44 
Frequency histogram comparing counted sea urchins 
between tabu and harvest area 
150 ~~~~~---------
Number of sea 100 
urchins within 4
 
transects
 
50(100m x 5m) 
Tabu area	 Harvest area 
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There ~~e re m re ~ times the difference ) sea rchin: wi thin the recently Imposed 
(6 m ths) tabu area compared to the ha est area. Se urchins may not be good 
indicator of resource health and resourc recovery as they thri ve wherever 
nutrien t levels are high and where sea grass and filamentous algae are dominant. 
The tabu area is immediately in front of the village and the hotel is believed to 
supply additional nutrients from sewerage outlets. 
NAULUVATUTEAM 
1 . Raw data 
Step 1 : For each transect, calculate the average % cover for the 10 stations to 
give you the % live coral cover per ms per transect 
Site: Harvest area Date: 6th March 2003 Tide: Low 
Indicator species: Live coral cover Monitoring Team: Nauluvatu Team 
Recorder: ~ Teuita 
, ~ 
Stations/Quad TRANSECI' 1 TRANSE Cf 2 TRANSECT 3 TRANSECT 4 
rat numb e r s % % % % 
Qr Iom) 13 2 S 1 
Q2 (lorn) 3 S 3 1 
Q3 (20m) 8 S 8 S 
Q4 (30m) 8 6 
-
8 4 
QS(4om) 10 4 8 2 
Q6 (som) s 
° 
s 
° 
Q7(6om) 1 0 1 3 
Q8 (70m) 
° 
0 
° 
2 
Qg (80m) 0 0 2 4 
QI0 (gam) 2 1 
° 
1 
% cover per m­ 5·4 2·3 4 2·3 
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2 . Summary Table 
" Step 2: Average the % cover per m- for each transect to give you the 
total % cover per m- for the harvest area. 
Area Transect 1 Tr ansect 2 Transect 3 Transect 4	 Total % 
cover per 
m 2 
Harvest 
.5·4 2 t 3 4 2·.3 3 ·5 
<DltD I (ID~ CID.(5 «».J6) G.5 
• 
Step 3 : Demonstrate the summary result visually using a histogram. 
Histogram of live coral cover comparing % cover between tabu 
--- and harvest area ~	 f!io,- ;;. .;.; 3.5	 : 
3 
.Total 2.5 
~	 
,Percentage 
2·live coral
 
cover per 1.5
 
sq.m
 1 
.:' ">', ~'''~i. ~0.5 I u 
,J I .....0 
Tabu area	 Harvest area 
1~IliUm ctrlJBj l a:m.uml (D)$	 35 
Percen~l1~<romaJll cover in the two areas (tabu and harvest) was very low. 
Monitors also noticed that algae dominated both these areas. 
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Histogram comparing fish indicators between tabu 
and harvest areas 
6 
.. 5 
Total fish 4 
counts within
 
the 4
 3 
(100mx5m)
 
transects 2
 
1 
0 
Tabu area	 Harvest areas 
B Parrotfish (ulavi) 5 6
 
"""'­
.0	 .cIflI,gUllWflr\tkW~) 
TherewaBlml!lC!iif!fenemce in the numbers offish indicators counted. Participants 
agreed that tide is an important consideration when surveying fish indicators. 
High tid'ewaB1(mn:flfurmed to be the most appropriate time to monitor fish. 
9	 FINAI.IZE MONITORING WORK PLAN 
Objective 
•	 To devefup monitoring plan for each project 
Method 
•	 ~ii:n11m)gJiouPS by Project sites 
•	 Develop your monitoring plan and present/share it with the rest of the 
]j)ooj¢cdtsDtetrepresentatives 
- tasks to be accomplished 
-	 <ll~ 
Identify best indicators 
• onit.G~metlhods to be used 
- How many transects? 
- me.remniiTem nitoring times? 
- Who will carry out the monitoring? Names? 
- Wfu.eJre the monitoring will take place? 
- When to inform community members of monitoring results 
" 
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Monito . g Plan (an examp e from Verata) 
- ,
 
,
 
Be s t Mon itoring Me t h od & 1- When to Who Are a to 
Indicator Communicating carry out implemen I be 
Identified Analyzed Results monitorin ts surveyed 
g monitorin 
g tasks 
Population - Line Transect Quadrat 1. Low tide Identify Ucunivanu 
and sizes of 1.Count and measure monitoring Q 
"kaikoso" "kaikoso" population and 2. Every 6 team 
sizes within the quadrat months Tabu area­
(ixim) at the end of ten Lorna 
meters within a 100m Non­
reserve-s transect Harvest 
(soom) area­
non-reserve -s transect Matanaiver 
(soa m) ata 
2 . Communicate results at 
village and Tikina Council . 
meetings after the 
L- ~
 
I
. monitoring
 
• 
.. 
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1/ 
\BIOLOGICAL MONITORING PLAN FOR KOROLEVU-I-WAI QOLIQOLI 
Best Monitoring Method/ When and how often this Who sh ould be Where should
 
Indicators Information Gathering should be carried ou t . responsible? this be carried,
 
out.
 
Valllq: Line Transect/ Quadrat High Tide Biological Monitoring Korolevu ~ 

 
I.. Coral 1. Percentage of coral in 1. Every 4 months team.
 
I cover every 10 meters in a 2. Every 4 months 1st - lAS	 Namo Vunavao 12. Parrot fish 100m x 5 transects.	 2 nd - Tikina 
2.	 Number of parrot fish 3rd - "Village
 
in every 100m x 5 (Belt
 
Transect)
 
Valu-o-lalai 1. Line Transect/ High Tide	 Biological Moni toring Muahara/ Waileyy 
I. Coral cover Quadrat: Percentage of 1. Every 4 months	 team. 
z . Parrot fish coral in every 10 meters in 2. Every 4 months	 1st - lAS 
2nd ­a 100m x 5 transects.	 TikinaI 
i 2. Number of parrot fish in	 3rd - VillageI every 100m x 5 transect
 
(Belt Transect)
 
Jl1gage: High tide Tikina Biological Vatjuniga/ ono ­
1.	 Coral 1. Line/ quadrat transect. 1. Every 4 months Monitoring team Vadrakatakata
 
cover 2. Belt transect 2. Every 4 months
 
2.	 Pan-at
 
fish /group
 
er
 
Namada:	 High tide Tikina Biological Nadriuce/ NaduW@ 
I.	 Coral 3. Line/ quadrat transect. 3. Every 4 months Monitoring team
 
cover 4. Belt transect 4. Every 4 months
 
2.	 Pan-at fish 
-Biological monitoring team MUST convey results of monitoring to the community after every survey. 
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J 
Indicator Method of How often! do 
Monitoring you conduct 
monitoring 
CUVU: 
• Cauraki • Line transect • Six month at 
4 Transect-Tabu high tide. 
4 Transect-
Tara 
I room/transect 
MALOLO: • Line 
• Kaikoso Quadrat • Six month at 
transect. low tide. 
4 Transects ­
Tabu 
4 Transects ­
Tara 
loom/ transect 
... ......	 ~  .... &Jo. ~ '-I ~'" '-' '"'
Who should take 
part 
•	 Fish wardens
 
and the Cuvu
 
Environment
 
Committee.
 
•	 Survey team 
.&.J&. '-.I '-I &..1.& 
Area of survey 
•	 The Tabu and 
the Fishing 
areas. 
•	 Reserve 
-Yimolimoli 
-Cubi 
•	 Non-Reserve 
-Solevu Ira. 
To whom should we \ 
share the 
information? 
•	 Villagemeeting 
•	 Environment 
Committee 
meeting. 
•	 Villagemeeting 
•	 District Council 
Meeting 
, :l	 ~  42 ,) 
CUVU & MALOLO MONITORING WORKPLAN 
s 
roblem to be 
JIved 
p Problem sOI~1~n
Activities to b done in 
The purpose of doing it. Indicator 
2003 . 
itte ring of the qoliqoli • Reforestation of mangroves • Prevent soil erosion in to the • Sea Urchins \ 
reef (Cawaki) 
• Planting young hybrid • Absorbs polluted water and 
• Sargarssum 
coconuts. prevent it in flowing in the sea. 
• Setting tabu site in one part • Nursery for marine resources 
of the qoliqolis. juveniles. 
• Creating an Artificial • Filtered polluted water from 
Wetland resorts. 
43 Ii 
B 0	 OGICAL MOL TORING T 
1	 Revi ew expectations and objectives of the training with participants to see 
if they have been met and identify expectation not met before they fill out 
the 3 question evaluation. 
2.	 Pass out simple three-part questionnaire. 
Below are the summary of the participants' responses. 
1.	 What do you like about this training? 
•	 Widen my knowledge and thinking of marine resources and ecosystems. 
•	 The training was done in Fijian language with methodology suited to 
community level. 
•	 Hands on training. 
•	 Enhances my knowledge of fishing grounds and resources. 
•	 Enhances my knowledge of the natural resources and the abundance and 
depletion of marine resources. ' -­
•	 Liked the different organizations involved in the traini~ 
•	 Conservation of our marine resources. 
•	 The monitoring process and collection of da ta in the reserve area. 
•	 Training with emphasis on monitoring methods most appropriate to be 
applied in our situation and villages. 
•	 The 'support by community members at large as they were eager to learn 
more about their marine resources. 
•	 Liked rela tionships developed as a result of the training. 
•	 Liked the facilitators with their smiling and radiant faces which
 
accelerated our getting to know each other sooner rather than later.
 
•	 My awareness of the different marine resources in the parts of Fiji. 
•	 Community participants having most input into the development of a 
monitoring plan. 
•	 To actually know and not "only perceive or assume" the changes. 
•	 The way the training was organized. 
2	 Suggestions for Improvement 
•	 Ground rules must be followed and the one in charge to enforce these rules 
accordingly. 
•	 We should all be at the "tanoa" chat in the evening as good and new
 
information are presented and discussed in detail.
 
•	 Facilitators should make more visits to communities so that you would 
have more in-depth knowledge of village members and our fishing 
grounds. 
•	 Monitoring gear should be adequate. 
•	 Explanation on paper on English words and technical names used. 
•	 One time keeper to watch time of individual sessions. 
•	 More women should participate in workshops like this. 
45 
•	 Ch ck to see that communities properlv acquire monitorir g skills be 'ore 
doing monitoring. 
•	 All resource owners should be presen t at workshop venue. 
•	 A bigger house/venue for workshop. 
•	 More training workshops of this kind. 
•	 Schedule smaller sessions so that we will gain more understanding 
•	 Encourage more participation by all participants 
3- Other Comments 
•	 Training of this kind to be carried out more frequently. 
•	 Grateful to all facilitators and all those supporting the training. 
•	 Provide time for energizers in the afternoon. 
•	 The training to be one full week from Monday to Friday. 
•	 Carry out training of this kind in other parts of Fiji. 
•	 Monitori ng to be done in other fishing grounds. 
•	 Moni tori ng gear to be given out from those in charge. 
~ 
•	 Time to be used wisely and proper adherence t~managementplan. 
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APPENDIX 1.0 
TIKINA 0 KOROLEYU-I-WAI MANAGEMENT PlAN 
PROBLEM MANAGEMENT PLAN WHAT HAS PROPOSED SOLUTIONS TO 
BEEN DONE TO FURTHER RESOLVE THE 
I DATE PROBLEM 
too much respect Not "coast care" initiative Completed - on going care on rubbish disposal 
j on conserving 
ura1resources 
I PaI 
Inat 
- better 
outlets 
rubbish disposal - more firm measures to ensure marine 
reserve is respected I 
- establish marine reserve 
~ J 
:age I se\ 
I 
- research and moritoring of 
effects of sewage 
On going Assessing and triating of different toilet 
outlets to stop spill of sewage into the 
ocean. SPC Specialist. 
Women's organization will plan out and 
..... ­
- -
arrange for building suitable toilets 
vaI Du Discussed in village meeting Decided ban on - enforcement on ban of'duva' 
i 
I 
I 
"Duva" - To take pictures of those involved in 
destructive fishing method and 
forward it to the Fisheries 
, Department as soon as possible. 
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ADDITIONAL TASKS TO MANAGEMENT PLAN (KOROLEVU-I-WAI) 
OTHER TASKS FOR 2 0 03 VISION 
Reinforce marine reserve watch Conserve Today Richly Rewarded Tomorrow 
- Tagaqe - Rehabilitate degraded habitats and important species 
Votua 
- Increase in tourism activities 
- Narn ada - Restocking of depleted species 
- \ 'atu-o-lalai 
-OUVA - Enforce its ban - government to assist 
I Proper enforcement of rules will result in the abundance of 
marine resource
 
Attention to sewage disposal and investigate proper Protection of marine resources and reef ecosystem will ensure
 
toilet types that minimizes nutrient discharge to the success of project.
 
sea.
 
, I 
\ 
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APPENDIX 2.0 
\Vorkshop Program: Sessions, Objectives/ Outputs, Methods / Tasks 
e 
_.._-
1 
esday, 
March). 
o am-uz 
1 
00-2 pmF 
Tim 
Day 
i (Ttl 
i 4th 
I 
I 10·3 
I noo 
I 
Content/ Session Objectives and Outputs 
Arrival and sevusevu. 
• Opening • To introduce 
participants to the 
• Introduction of •purpose of the training 
workshop objectives, I .workshop. 
resource people and • To identify participants 
participants. expectations and 
correlate with 
• Training overview workshop objectives 
,) 
Lunch t 
IMethods/ Task 
I 
I 
1. Participants to self ­
introduce after the sevusevu. 
- Name, village, good news 
you want to share 
- Expectations for the 
workshop (Nanamaki) 
-Collate expectations and list 
them on a flip chart 
-Check with workshop 
objectives 
Person 
Coordinating 
Pio 
Radikedike 
SMeo 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\" 
, o 49 >~ 
- -
2 .0 )-5.0 0 pm Review each Marine • Evaluate Initial 
Resource Management Management Actions: 
Plans .what is being 
implemented to 
address threats and the 
decisions for further 
actions. 
1 
• Identify 3 priority 
actions for 2003 
Identify Key Resource • For each of the 3 
Management Outcomes priority actions identify 
the expected benefits to 
General Discussion community 
I 
,i	 6 . -:-~ n pm DinnerI -, 
[7.0 o-opm Video Show educational video to 
the village ifpossibleI	 I (Mangroves, Coral reefs, 
etc) 
Da~·  2 Wed  Devotion and introduction 1 I • Recap Day 1 and 
r.:1h r
'	 ;) introduce Day 2 
f) .­I	 R.: objectives
 
0 .( 0'1111
 
Each project sites to 
bring their management 
plans 
Alifereti 
and Etika 
• Group work (based 
on sites) and share 
with each other 
• Group presentation 
• Group work (based 
on sites) and share 
with each other 
• Group presentation 
Pio 
'r, . 
\­
·t 
• 50 J 
- -­
1 am Why Monitoring is 
important? 
BeliefVs Fact (Nanuma 
keinaKila) 
! 
I 
• Develop monitoring 
plan to help answer 
specific community 
needs and outcomes 
1. Each group determine 
possible indicators for each 
of the 3 priority actions 
(from Day 1) 
Alifereti 
Develop Draft 
Monitoring plan 
I· 
• 
(resource change and 
expected benefits to 
community) 
Time defined 
2. Group work to determine 1 
indicator to start with for 
each site. 
3. Group presentation 
I 
I 
I 
i objectives/targets 
Develop SMARTI 
objectives/Undrrcators • Plenary discussion I 
and Monitoring or 
Survey Team 
r 12·30 pm Sampling Design Concepts 1. Identify common management actions eg Tabu area 2. Steps: ­ Ron I 
- Representative 
- Good and bad sampling 
examples (bias) 
I 
i 
I 
• Show prepared example 
• Take them outside for sampling exercise (count) ,
-. Evaluate what is the best sampling size, no BIAS 
I 
I 
~ ._ .. 
'___o~: ~m 
- Paired sampling, (Tabu vs 3. Why sampling a control site is important. 
Control) 
Lunch- Facilitators me~ti1'lg to decide methodfor each group after lunch 
I 
1 
I 
:) 11- 5.oopm Biological Survey 
Methods - Theory & I Present Theory for the 4 main survey methods likely to be used in a plenary. At the most 10 minutes Etika (session facilitator) \ 
Concepts presentation 
Group 
") 51 ..
• 
J 
r 
I 
1 
- Best methods for 
chosen indicators 
• Divide in to 3-4 groups (depending on what 
indicator have been chosen and the best method 
I Facilitator­
1 1) Line transects 
(Ron) 
I Point Sampling0 
0 Quadrat 
method12) Belt transect 
(Akuila) 
I 3) Time counts (Meo) 
4) Catch Surveys 
(CPUE) - (Alifereti/ 
: 
. 
to monitor) and discuss in detail the STEPS in 
the methods 
• Result sheet Design to include as part of the 
STEPS to determine what information (abundance, 
sizes, catch, etc) to be collected from the survey. 
• . Dry.Practice on Methods and equipments to be 
used 
Transects, quadrats etc. compass, permanent makers, 
metal stakes, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
Batiri) 
6.30 prn Dinner 
._. 
7.o0-9pm Video Show educational video to the village ifpossible 
(Mangroves, Coral reefs, etc) 
r-­
I DaY3 
Thurs 6 th 
Devotionand introduction • RecapDay1 and 
introduce Day2 
8·30 ­ . objectives 
o.ooam 
- - -­
u.oo- z.oopm Field Practice - Baseline 
• BRIEF ON FIELD 
PRACTICE PLANS 
4 main working groups 1. 
Meo/Ron 
(Overall) 
I 
--­ - -­
2 .0 0­
: 4 ·0 0 p,n 
\4.0 0 - -
\ 
i 
data collection 
Lunch 
Field Practice ­
~ ) 
( 
Baseline 
-Depends on the methods 
applicable to 
Tagaqe/chosen MPA 
Completesurvey and lookat 1. 
IGroup 
Leaders ­
TBD \ 
5.:­oopm data collection data 
52 ' ) 
[ (;~-.;l()  - 7Pm Dinner 
I 
i~~oo -9pm Continue Looking at 
i Data 
Day 4 (Frio Devotion and introduction • Recap Day 3 and Pio 
.i t h ) 8.::w­
. -	 introduce Day 4 
g.ooam objectives 
Iq ~OO- lpm Thinking about the I Presentations in plenary AliferetiI data on data analysis and 
• Data management- I	 communicating results I 
keeping the 
I data/information safe Group work to practice 
Ways to present aspects of analysis, etc. 
I 
!	 • 
I data/results- Tables,
 
I Histograms etc
 
I
I • Results preparation/
 
presentation 
• Results 
I interpretations
I Finalize Monitoring	 I 
I	 Work plan 
Next Steps11oop,n- Lunch	 • 
! ~m 
L-4 pm •	 Evaluation and • Pio
 
closing
 
I • Present I tatau I 
L4.0 0	 • Depart for Suva ~ 1 
:)	 , 53 
Parti cipan ts: (30) 
Korolevu iwai- 14 
-. Yavusa Navukavu, Muaivuso- 8 
CU\l.1 tikina & Tikina Wai 6 
Hideaway and Mikes Divers (Votua) 2 
Participants 
) 1 uuuse Navukavu 
I. Samuela Mataka (Muaivusu) 
2 . •Josaia Tamanikaibau 
3. Tevita Nasorowale 
4. Manka Tubuna (Nabaka) 
:). Isireli Caginivalu 
6. Aisake Biu (Waiqanake) 
..... .Iolarne Sikolia 
8. .l lluve Naimila (Namakala) 
B) Tikin a Cuvu and Malolo 
q) Tevita Tunitoto (malolo) 
10) Nepote Senikau (Cuvu) 
n l Napolioni (Cuvu) 
C) Ti kina Wai 
12) Manoa Nann (Lomawai) 
13) Jerry Vuniwai (Korokula) 
14) Ilaitia V (Tau) 
'1 \ 
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